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PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update - or should I say the FLAKE News Update - is
brought to you in part by Auntie Reebok’s Economy Flakes. A new
cereal sold in MASSIVE recycled hefty trash bags. By harnessing the
power of - get this - THRIFT! Auntie Reebok’s has changed an
industry dominated by the anti-sex stalwart - and feminist? - William
Keith Kellogg - look it up, people! What was I talking about? OH
yeah! Auntie Reebok’s Economy Flakes! Sold in an alley behind your
local Piggly Wiggly! Volatile in milk!
ANAHITA
I’m starting with the man in the mirror. But what are the
ramifications for women in this economy. Tonight at 11.
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in Canada: This
is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines. Confusion at Coachella as concert-goers,
expecting to see the Caribbean rap artist Shaggy, discovered instead
the bumbling teen detective of the same name. When pressed for
comment, the mop topped oregano-smelling dog father replied: “Like,
Zoinks, It wasn’t me.”
PERENNIAL
Ruh Roh indeed! Scooby Doo found Scooby DEAD! The cause: all that
dang people food! Also, Great Danes don’t usually live that long to
begin with... only about 7 years. He had a great run for a Great
Dane. Look it up!
ANAHITA
Shock in entertainment news as Velma comes out as: Straight.

She was so smart though!

PERENNIAL
And the glasses!
ANAHITA

And the bob.
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PERENNIAL
Surprising. Speaking of Bob - let’s take a look at... whatever’s
going on over here today!
ANAHITA
And now, our chance to hear from you, our listeners.
Letters.

This is: FN

PERENNIAL
Now today’s letter comes from - oh! Well, it looks like a cease and
desist letter from Hannah Barbara ANAHITA
Barbara?

Or Barberra?

PERENNIAL
Yeah! Hannah Barbarella writes:
To whom it may concern,
On behalf of the estates of William Hannah and Joseph Barberra, it
has been determined that you are currently using Scooby Doo without
our authorization which is copyrighted work in accordance of Title
XVII of the US code... uh... defamation of animated character...um...
tasteless references to cartoon sexuality?? Uh... Cease and desist
immediately.
Sincerely,
Hannah Barballerina
Ruh Roh, Anahita!
ANAHITA
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
From KLMNOP Thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time...
ANAHITA/PERENNIAL
We’ll be FNU./ I need a barberella, my hair’s a mess!

PERENNIAL
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Well kids, it looks like the FNU gang’s got themselves into a real
pickle! So while we call our lawyer, John Lawyer, why don’t you call
your friends and family and tell them that the Fake News Update is
brought to you by marijuana use in the canine community, Scooby’s
doobies if you’re a CRIMINAL, and Spoke Media. If you want to help us
achieve that fleeting, Scooby-snack-like satisfaction - you know, the
one where those animated wisps of smell grab you by your nose hairs
and cause you to float above ground in a state of pure euphoriasubscribe to FNU on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Castbox, or whenever you
get those casts we call pod. Rate us five stars to help us pay for
these lawyer’s fees, and go rip that ghoul mask off of your elderly
janitor or local lunch lady. Thank you for listening!
ANAHITA
This... is F.N.U.
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